ALASKA ESKIMO WHALING COMMISSION
Winter Triannual Meeting
Dreams/Possibility Room — Embassy Suites — Anchorage, Alaska
Wednesday, February 5, 2020
8:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
AGENDA

8:30
CALL TO ORDER
ROLL CALL
INVOCATION

8:40 – 8:50
CHAIRMAN’S WELCOME

8:50 – 9:00
SWEARING IN OF NEW COMMISSIONERS
Barrow, Point Hope, Savoonga, Wainwright, Wales, Gambell

9:00 – 12:00
RESEARCH WORKING GROUP (See separate agenda)

12:00 – 1:30
WORKING LUNCH

1:30 – 5:00
2020 SEASON RESEARCH PLANS & CONTINUATION OF
WORKING GROUP

5:00 – 5:30
WRAP UP AND NEXT STEPS

5:30
ADJOURN
ALASKA ESKIMO WHALING COMMISSION
Winter Triannual Meeting
Dreams/Possibility Room — Embassy Suites — Anchorage, Alaska
Thursday, February 6, 2020
8:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
AGENDA

8:30 – 8:40      CALL TO ORDER
                 ROLL CALL
                 INVOCATION

8:40 – 12:00     CAA WORKING GROUP (See separate agenda)

12:00 – 1:30     WORKING LUNCH

1:30 – 3:00      2020 SEASON INDUSTRY PLANS & CONTINUATION OF
                 WORKING GROUP

3:00 – 3:30      WRAP UP AND NEXT STEPS

3:30 – 3:45      BREAK

AEWC TRIANNUAL MEETING

3:45 – 3:50      APPROVAL OF THIRD TRIANNUAL MEETING MINUTES

3:50 – 3:55      APPROVAL OF AGENDA

3:55 – 5:15      REPORT REVIEW / DISCUSSION
                 CHAIRMANS REPORT
                 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR REPORT
                 FINANCE DIRECTOR REPORT/AUDIT REPORT
                 GRANT REPORT
                 LEGAL REPORT

5:15            ADJOURN
ALASKA ESKIMO WHALING COMMISSION
Winter Triannual Meeting
Dreams/Possibility Room — Embassy Suites — Anchorage, Alaska
Friday, February 7, 2020
8:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
AGENDA

8:30 – 8:45
CALL TO ORDER
ROLL CALL
INVOCATION

8:45 – 9:15
VILLAGE CONCERNS/COMMUNICATION
Kaktovik  Kivalina  Pt. Hope
Wainwright  Nuiqsut  Wales
Gambell  Savoonga  Barrow
Little Diomede  Pt. Lay

9:15 – 10:15
WEAPONS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

10:15 – 12:00
PORT ACCESS ROUTE STUDY (PARS): Overview of PARS and Other Tools Available for Protecting Marine Mammal Subsistence Harvests
Stephanie Alvarez, USCG

Discussion of How PARS and Other Tools Can Be Applied to Protect the Bowhead Whale Subsistence Harvest
Stephanie Alvarez, Arnold Brower, Lesley Hopson, Jessica Lefevre

1:00 – 1:30
LUNCH

1:30 – 5:00
IWC
Status of U.S. IWC Strategy for 2020
Ryan Wulff

Status of IWC Discussions on Reorganization Pursuant to the Report of the Independent Reviewers
Ryan Wulff, Lisa Phelps, Roger Eckert

Discussion of Regional Management Bodies for Marine Mammal
Subsistence Harvests
Ryan Wulff, Roger Eckert, Lisa Phelps

5:00

ADJOURN
ALASKA ESKIMO WHALING COMMISSION
Winter Triannual Meeting
Dreams/Possibility Room — Embassy Suites — Anchorage, Alaska
Saturday, February 8, 2020
9:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
AGENDA

9:00 – 9:15 CALL TO ORDER
         ROLL CALL
         INVOCATION

9:15-12:00 CO-MANAGEMENT (See separate agenda)

12:00-1:30 LUNCH

1:30-5:00 CO-MANAGEMENT (continued)

5:00 ADJOURN